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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the VB2  architecture for the
construction of three-dimensional interactive applications.
The system's state and behavior are uniformly represented
as a network of interrelated objects. Dynamic components
are modeled by active variables, while multi-way relations
are modeled by hierarchical constraints. Daemons are used
to sequence between system states in reaction to changes in
variable values The constraint network is efficiently
maintained by an incremental constraint solver based on an
enhancement of SkyBlue. Multiple devices are used to
interact with the synthetic world through the use of various
interaction paradigms, including immersive environments
with visual and audio feedback. Interaction techniques
range from direct manipulation, to gestural input and three-
dimensional virtual tools. Adaptive pattern recognition is
used to increase input device expressiveness by enhancing
sensor data with classification information. Virtual tools,
which are encapsulations of visual appearance and
behavior, present a selective view of manipulated models'
information and offer an interaction metaphor to control it.
Since virtual tools are first class objects, they can be
assembled into more complex tools, much in the same way
that simple tools are built on top of a modeling hierarchy.
The architecture is currently being used to build a virtual
reality animation system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The latest high-speed graphics workstations and devices
make it possible to create applications in which the user
directly manipulates aspects of three-dimensional synthetic
worlds, ideally without feeling the mediation of a computer.
However, most of today's user interfaces for 3D graphics
systems still predominantly use 2D widgets, direct
interaction with the 3D world being generally limited to
interactive viewing, selection, positioning and manipulation
of points on paths or patches.
The difficulties associated with achieving the key goal
of immersion has led the research in virtual environments
to concentrate far more on the development of new input
and display devices than on higher-level techniques for 3D
interaction. It is not until recently that interaction with
synthetic worlds has tried to go beyond straightforward
interpretation of physical device data [27][2]. AT&T's
embryonic CAD modeler [39] is an example of a system
showing the importance of pattern recognition coupled to
expressive input devices, through the use of thumb posture
classification and voice input. UNC's 3DM [5] is a three-
dimensional surface modeling application using a head
mounted display and a custom made 6D mouse. In both
systems, the user interface takes little profit of 3D space,
mostly using three-dimensional menus and limiting direct
manipulation to point dragging and transformation
specification. Xerox Parc's Information Visualizer, built
using the Cognitive Coprocessor architecture, takes
advantage of the greater possibilities of 3D with novel
means of information presentation, such as the cone tree
and the perspective wall, demonstrating the potential of 3D
interfaces [29][8][28][23]. MR  [34] and Bolio [41] are
general purpose packages for building interactive 3D
systems using multiple input/output devices. M R
concentrates on the integration of devices while Bolio
focuses on the construction of event-driven simulation
systems. The object-oriented graphical toolkits UGA
[40][9][19], from Brown University, and Inventor [35],
from Silicon Graphics, demonstrate how the increase in
correlation between manipulation and effect on controlled
objects makes three-dimensional widgets more powerful
and simpler to understand than their two-dimensional
counterparts.
2This research work reveals the potential but also the
difficulty inherent in the design of three-dimensional
interaction techniques. 3D interface designers are faced
with systems whose structure and behavior are generally
more complex than in standard 2D applications, and have to
deal with a design space for interaction tools and
techniques that is larger and mostly unexplored. Moreover,
as stated by Myers, "the only reliable way to generate
quality interfaces is to test prototypes with users and
modify the design based on their comments" [26]. User
interface tools, such as toolkits or frameworks, have to be
used in this iterative process to reduce development time.
The lack of experience in 3D interfaces makes it
particularly important for these tools not to enforce any
particular interface style, but to provide a wide range of
interaction components, to allow rapid prototyping and
testing of novel interaction techniques.
In this paper we present the Virtuality Builder II (VB2)
architecture developed at the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology. The goal of VB2 is to allow us to experiment
with 3D interaction techniques and to provide a basis for
the construction of our interactive applications.
2. SYSTEM STRUCTURE
VB2 is an object-oriented architecture designed to allow
rapid construction of applications using a variety of 3D
devices and interaction techniques. The goal of the system
is to put the user in the loop of a real-time simulation,
immersed in a world which can be both autonomous and
dynamically responsive to its actions.
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Figure 1. Overall structure of VB2
A VB2 application is composed of a group of processes
communicating through inter-process communication
(IPC). Figure 1 shows the typical configuration of an
immersive application. Processes are represented as circles,
while arrows indicate the information flow between them.
As in the Decoupled Simulation Model [34], each of the
processes is continuously running, producing and
consuming asynchronous messages to perform its task. A
central application process manages the model of the virtual
world, and simulates its evolution in response to events
coming from the processes that are responsible for reading
the input device sensors at specified frequencies. Sensory
feedback to the user can be provided by several output
devices. Visual feedback is provided by real-time rendering
on graphics workstations, while audio feedback is provided
by MIDI output and playback of prerecorded sounds.
The application process is by far the most complex
component of the system. This process has to respond to
asynchronous events by making the virtual world's model
evolve from one coherent state to the next and by triggering
appropriate visual and audio feedback. During interaction,
the user is the source of a flow of information propagating
from input device sensors to manipulated models. Multiple
mediators can be interposed between sensors and models in
order to transform the information accordingly to
interaction metaphors.
Figure 2. Synthetic environment
The remainder of the paper describes the various aspects of
VB2  application processes, with an emphasis on the
dynamic model and on the interaction metaphors. First, we
will give an overview of the representation of dynamic
objects and of their dependencies. Next, we wi'l concentrate
on how the user interacts with dynamic models through
direct manipulation, gestures and virtual tools, and on how
the various interaction metaphors are realized in VB2. The
paper concludes with a discussion of the results obtained
and a view of future work.
3. DYNAMIC MODEL
In order to obtain animated and interactive behavior, the
system has to update its state in response to changes
initiated by sensors attached to asynchronous input devices
such as timers or trackers. The application can be viewed as
a network of interrelated objects whose behavior is
specified by the actions taken in response to changes in the
objects on which they depend.
Imperative object-oriented techniques offer appropriate
abstractions for representing application components and
sequencing relations between states, but little support in
specifying relationships between objects, since
relationships are not easily encapsulated within the objects
concerned [12][13][3]. The maintenance of these
relationships has to be delegated to a change propagation
mechanism responsible of updating dependent objects in
response to changes in the objects on which they depend.
The specification and maintenance of dependencies
between objects is one of the major problems when
3building reactive applications, and system performance is
largely dependent on the cost of their evaluation. As an
example, Conner et al. reported that part of the complexity
in defining new widgets in UGA is due to limitations of
their dependency mechanism, and a large portion of CPU
time was spent in dependency evaluation [9].
Several techniques can be used to realize change
propagation in object-oriented architectures, including
using communication mechanisms such as MVC [21],
distributed event handling [37][35], one-way constraints
[15][40], multi-way constraints [4][22], or predefined
constraints on primitive objects [1][18][20]. Constraints,
being primarily declarative, free the programmer from the
arduous task of maintaining relationships by hand of
communication and event handling mechanisms. However,
the drawback of constraint satisfaction algorithms is their
limitation to specific domains or types of constraints. These
two factors also determine the time complexity of such
algorithms.
In order to provide a maintenance mechanism taht is
both general enough to allow the specification of general
dependencies between objects and efficient enough to be
used in highly responsive interactive systems, we decided
to model the various aspects of the system's state and
behavior using different primitive elements:
¥ active variables are used to store the state of the
system;
¥ domain-independent hierarchical constraints, to
declaratively represent long-lived multi-way relations
between active variables;
¥ daemons to react to variable changes for imperatively
sequencing between different system states.
In this way, imperative and declarative programming
techniques can be freely mixed to model each aspect of the
system with the most appropriate means. The system's
description becomes largely static, and its behavior
specified by the set of active constraints and daemons. A
central state manager is responsible for adding, removing,
and maintaining all active constraints using an efficient
local propagation algorithm, as well as managing the
system time and activating daemons.
In the following sections, we will give more details on
the different components and outline the state manager's
behavior.
3.1 Components of the Dynamic Model
3.1.1 Active Variables and Information Modules
Active variables are the primitive elements used to store the
system state. An active variable maintains its value and
keeps track of its state changes. Upon request, an active
variable can also maintain the history of its past values. A
variable's history can be accessed using the variable's local
time, which is incremented at each variable's state change,
or using the system's global time. By default, global time is
advanced at each constraint operation, but it is also possible
to specify sequences of constraint operations to be executed
within the same time slice by explicitly parenthesizing
them, much as in the programming language Kaleidoscope
[12][13]. This simple model makes it possible to elegantly
express time-dependent behavior by creating constraints or
daemons that refer to past values of active variables.
All VB2  objects are instances of classes in which
dynamically changing information is defined with active
variables related through hierarchical constraints. Grouping
active variables and constraints in classes permits the
definition of information modules that provide levels of
abstraction that can be composed to build more
sophisticated behavior. Modifying some active variables of
an information module is performed inside a transaction.
Transactions are used to group changes on active variables
of the same module. A module can register reaction objects
with a set of active variables for activation at the end of
transactions. Reactions are used to enforce object invariant
properties as well as to maintain relationships between sets
of active variables that cannot be expressed through regular
constraints. A typical use of reactions is to trigger
corrective actions that keep a variable's value within its
limits. The reaction code is imperative and may result in the
opening of new transactions on other modules as well as in
the invalidation of the value of modified variables. All the
operations performed during a transaction are considered as
occurring within the same time slice.
3.1.2 Hierarchical Constraints
Multi-way relations between active variables are specified
in VB2 through hierarchical constraints, introduced in
ThingLab II [4]. To support local propagation, constraint
objects are composed of a declarative part defining the type
of relation that has to be maintained and the set of
constrained variables, as well as of an imperative part, the
list of possible methods that could be selected by the
constraint solver to maintain the constraint.
Constraint methods are not limited to simple algebraic
expressions but can be general side-effect free procedures
that ensure the satisfaction of the constraint after their
execution by computing some of the constrained variables
as a function of the others. Algorithms such as inverse
geometric control of articulated chains, state machines, or
non-numerical relations such as maintaining textual
representations of various values, can be represented as
constraint methods. This kind of generality is essential for
constraints to be able to model all the various aspects of an
interactive application.
A priority level is associated with each constraint to
define the order in which constraints need to be satisfied in
case of conflicts. In this way, both required and preferred
constraints can be defined for the same active variable.
Constraints themselves are information modules, and their
priority level, as well as their boolean activation state are
represented by active variables. This makes constraints full-
fledged constrainable objects and allows the specification
of higher-order constraints that act on other constraints to
activate or deactivate them, as well as of meta-constraints
that change other constraint priorities in response to the
change of some variable.
3.1.3 Daemons
Daemons are the imperative portion of VB2 . They are
objects which permit the definition of sequencing between
4system states. Daemons register themselves with a set of
active variables and are activated each time their value
changes. The action taken by a daemon can be a procedure
of any complexity that may create new objects, perform
input/output operations, change active variables' values,
manipulate the constraint graph, or activate and deactivate
other daemons. The execution of a daemon's action is
sequential and each manipulation of the constraint graph
advances the global system time. Daemons are executed in
order of their activation time, which corresponds to
breadth-first traversal of the dependency graph. Daemons
can thus be used to perform discrete simulations, as it is
done in Bolio   [41]. Examples of VB2's daemons are
inverse kinematics simulation for articulated chains and
scene rendering triggers.
3.1.4 Variable Paths
In VB2, daemons, reactions, and constraints locate the
variables through indirect paths. An indirect path is an
object able to compute the location of a variable as well as
the list of intermediary variables used to make its decision.
Active variables are viewed in this context as self-
referencing indirect paths using no intermediary variables.
When a path is not capable of locating the variable, it is
said to be broken.
A simple example of indirect paths is symbolic paths
which correspond to Garnet's pointer variables [38]. A
symbolic path is an indirect reference to a variable
described by the sequence of symbolic names of the active
variables that have to be traversed to reach the referenced
variable. Another example is alternative paths which
determine a variable by choosing the first successful path in
a sequence.
Most of the daemons and the constraints in our system
make use of indirect path definitions to locate their
variables. In fact, as stated by Vander Zanden et al. [38],
the use of indirect paths allows constraints to model a wide
array of dynamic application behavior, and promotes a
simpler, more effective style of programming than
conventional constraints.
3.2 Dependency Maintenance
A central state manager ensures the coherent evolution of
the system's state by keeping the constraint network up-to-
date, triggering the execution of reactions and daemons at
appropriate times, and maintaining indirect paths and
variables' history. The primitive operations that the state
manager performs are advancing the time, and activating or
deactivating constraints, reactions, and daemons. Assigning
a new value to a variable semantically corresponds to the
activation immediately followed by the deactivation of an
editing constraint that sets the value.
3.2.1 Activating and Deactivating Reactions and
Daemons
The first operation performed to activate a reaction or a
daemon is to communicate to the state manager all of its
paths' intermediary variables. If none of the paths were
  VB2's daemons correspond to Bolio's "constraint modules".
broken, the object is registered to the variables located by
its paths and is ready to react to the variables' changes. In
the case of broken paths, no registration is done with
variables, and the object stays dormant until all paths can
be successfully resolved (see section 3.2.3). Deactivation is
obtained by unregistering the object from all variables.
3.2.2 Activating and Deactivating Constraints
In order to be added to the constraint network, a constraint
has to first communicate to the state manager all of its
paths' intermediary variables. If one or more paths were
broken, the constraint is left unenforced and the algorithm
terminates. Otherwise the constraint is registered to its
variables and the state manager is then asked to enforce it.
Constraint deactivation is very similar to constraint
activation. In this case, the constraint is first unregistered
from all its variables. Then, all unenforced constraints that
could potentially be enforced after the constraint
deactivation are collected and the constraint manager is
asked to enforce them. These constraints are the ones
whose priority is less than or equal to the removed
constraint's priority and that have potential output variables
lying in the portion of the graph that was affected by the
removed constraint.
3.2.3 Enforcing Constraints
The algorithm that attempts to enforce a set of registered
unenforced constraints is the central component of the state
manager. This algorithm has to find the optimal constraint
graph, to update all changed variables, to handle
modifications in broken paths, and to collect all the
information needed to update the history of variables and to
execute reactions and daemons.
The constraint solver used in VB2 is based on the
SkyBlue [32] local propagation algorithm, a successor of
DeltaBlue [11] able to handle hierarchical constraints
composed of methods having multiple outputs. The SkyBlue
constraint satisfier is very efficient and domain-
independent, since the algorithm consists on performing
method selection on the basis of constraint priorities and
graph structure alone. Furthermore, the fact that variables'
values are not used by the constraint solver allows an
effective application of a lazy evaluation strategy for
variables. The main drawback of such local propagation
algorithms is their limitation to acyclical constraint graphs.
However, as noted by Maloney et al. [24], cyclical
constraint networks are seldom encountered in the
construction of user interfaces, and limiting the constraint
solver to graphs without cycles gives enough efficiency and
flexibility to create highly responsive complex interactive
systems.
The complete process of updating the constraint
network is described by the pseudo-code fragment of figure
3. Once SkyBlue has indicated which constraints must
select a new method to obtain an optimal network
incorporating the new constraints, the variables affected by
these changes are evaluated using the method that
previously determined their value and assigned to their new
method. Then, all variables downstream of changes are
traversed to mark them out-of-date and to collect all
dependent objects.  At the end of the propagation, all
5objects that used a now modified variable to compute
indirect deactivated and reactivated to reconnect them to
the correct variables, as in the user-interface toolkit Multi-
Garnet [33], and all transactions opened during propagation
are closed to execute the reactions. In practice, the planning
phase (corresponding to method selection) and the
propagation phase can be separated, so as to cache
constraint plans and to reuse them when still valid (for
example when repeatedly assigning to a variable that is
only used as input in a stable constraint network).
let T be the set of objects on which the state manager opens transactions
let H be the set of variables needing history update
let B be the set of objects with broken paths
let D be the queue of pending daemons
Find an optimal constraint graph:
Use SkyBlue to select new computing methods for a set of constraints
Update the method graph:
for each variable v that will change computing method do
if not v.is_evaluated then
v.computing_method.execute
for each variable v that has to change computing method do
v.computing_method:= computing method determined by SkyBlue
Propagate the changes:
for each variable v downstream of constraints with a new method do
if v.owner is not inside a transaction then
v.owner.open_transaction
add v.owner to T
v.owner.collect_reactions(v)
v.is_evaluated:= False
v.time:= current_time
if v keeps track of history then
add v to H
append v.daemons to D
add all objects that used v for their paths to B
while B not empty do
remove o from B
o.deactivate
o.activate
while T not empty do
remove o from T
o.close_transaction
Figure 3. Constraint graph update
3.2.4 Advancing the Time
At the end of a time slice, all variables needing a history
update are evaluated and their value is stored in their
history list. Once done, the time is advanced, and the
pending daemons are extracted from the queue and
executed one after the other in the order of their priority.
This process continues until the queue becomes empty.
Each daemon activation may result in series of recursive
calls to the state manager caused by constraint operations,
propagation of values, or time increments.
3.3 Defining Complex Dynamic Objects
All the dynamic attributes of VB2's classes are represented
with active variables while their behavior is defined by an
internal constraint network. Active variables store the
objects' state, while internal constraints implement the
objects' behavior. Internal integrity constraints have
maximum priority to ensure that objects' invariant
properties are always satisfied. For example, we used this
approach for the design of VB2's modeling class cluster,
whose basic structure is presented in figure 5. Figure 4
shows the design notation used.
Classes Constraints and active variables
CLASS
SUBCLASS
out_variable
in_variable
Constraint
in_out_variable
direct reference
indirect reference
Instances Associations
MODEL
Exactly one 
Optional (zero or one)
Many (zero or more)
Figure 4. Design notation
CAMERALIGHT SHAPE (GEOMETRY)
NODE_3D
WORLD_3D
TRANSFORM_3D
AMBIENT
MATERIAL
TEXTURE
MAPPING
(DOF)
Figure 5. Basic modeling class hierarchy.
The central component of this cluster is the NODE_3D
class, whose instances, related in a hierarchical fashion,
represent the transformation hierarchy. Position,
orientation, shearing and scaling of the reference frame are
packaged in TRANSFORM_3D objects. Degrees of
freedom can be attached to a node in order to define
additional constrained motion, as in articulated structures.
Instances of MATERIAL and TEXTURE are used to define
the behavior of physical objects with respect to light.
Placing instances of MATERIAL and TEXTURE in a node
allows instance inheritance through the hierarchy. Instances
of LIGHT represents light sources whose color and
intensity is defined by instances of MATERIAL and
TEXTURE. An instance of CAMERA represents a camera
viewing the scene. It maintains information about its
viewing frustrum and a possibly stereoscopic projection.
Instances of SHAPE encapsulate the concept of physical
objects having a geometry, material and texture in the
Cartesian space. More details on the class hierarchy of the
modeling and rendering clusters are presented in [17].
c_local
c_global
parent
global_transf
local_transf
material
modeling_transf
dof
NODE_3D
local_material
(parent.global_transf |
default_node.global_transf)
(parent.material |
default_node.material)
(dof.transform |
default_node.dof.transform)
c_inherit
Figure 6. NODE_3D's simplified constraint network.
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specification of structured objects. Figure 6 illustrates the
use of symbolic and alternative paths in the definition of
NODE_3D's internal constraint network. The constraints
c_local and c_global maintains all transformations up-to-
date, and the constraint c_inherit realizes attribute
inheritance through the instance hierarchy.
4. DYNAMICS AND INTERACTION
Animated and interactive behavior can be thought of
together as the fundamental problem of dynamic graphics:
how to modify graphical output in response to input? Time-
varying behavior is obtained by mapping dynamically
changing values, representing data coming from input
devices or animation scripts, to variables in the virtual
world's model. The definition of this mapping is crucial for
interactive applications, because it defines the way users
communicate with the computer. Ideally interactive 3D
systems should allow users to interact with synthetic worlds
in the same way they interact with the real world, thus
making the interaction task more natural and reducing
training.
4.1 Mapping Sensor Measurements to Actions
In most typical interactive applications, users spend a large
part of their time entering information, and several types of
input devices, such as 3D mice and DataGloves, are used to
let them interact with the virtual world. Using these
devices, the user has to provide at high speed a complex
flow of information, and a mapping has to be devised
between the information coming from the sensors attached
to the devices and the actions in the virtual world. Most of
the time, this mapping is hard coded and directly dependent
on the physical structure of the device used (for example,
by associating different actions to the various mouse
buttons). This kind of behavior is obtained in VB2 by
attaching constraints directly relating the sensors' active
variables to variables in the dynamic model, as in the
example of figure 7. The beginning of the direct
manipulation of a model is determined by the activation of
a constraint between input sensor variables and some of the
active variables in the interface of the model. While the
interaction constraint remains active, the user can
manipulate the model through the provided metaphor. The
deactivation of the interaction constraint terminates the
direct manipulation. Second-order constraints that depend
on boolean state variables are generally used to trigger
activation and deactivation of interaction constraints.
T1 T3T2 Th
C3hC12 C23
Figure 7. Graphical objects grabbed by user with
constraints
Such a direct mapping between the device and the dynamic
model is straightforward to choose for tasks where the
relations between the user's motions and the desired effect
in the virtual world is mostly physical, as in the example of
grabbing an object and moving it, but needs to be very
carefully thought out for tasks where user's motions are
intended to carry out a meaning. In this latter case,
hardwiring virtual world actions to specific sensor values
forces commitments that would risk reducing device
expressiveness and can make applications difficult to use
[10].
Adaptive pattern recognition can be used to overcome
these problems, by letting the definition of the mapping
between sensor measurements and actions in the virtual
world be more complex, and therefore increasing the
expressive power of the devices. Furthermore, the
possibility of specifying this mapping through examples
makes applications easier to adapt to the preferences of new
users, and thus  simpler to use.
4.1.1 Hand Gestures
VB2  uses a gesture recognition system linked to the
DataGlove. Whole-hand input is emerging as a research
topic in itself, and some sort of posture or gesture
recognition is now being used in many virtual reality
systems (see Sturman [36] for a detailed overview of
whole-hand input). The gesture recognition system has to
classify movements and configurations of the hand in
different categories on the basis of previously seen
examples. Once the gesture is classified, parametric
information for that gesture can be extracted from the way
it was performed, and an action in the virtual world can be
executed. In this way, with a single gesture both categorical
and parametric information can be provided at the same
time in a natural way [30]. A visual and an audio feedback
on the type of gesture recognized and on the actions
executed are usually provided in VB2 applications to help
the user understand system's behavior.
VB2's gesture recognition is subdivided into two main
portions: posture recognition, and path recognition. The
posture recognition subsystem is continuously running and
is responsible for classifying the user's finger
configurations. Once a configuration has been recognized,
the hand data is accumulated as long as the hand remains in
the same posture. The history mechanism of active
variables is used to automatically perform this
accumulation. This data is then passed to the path
recognition subsystem to classify the path. A gesture is
therefore defined as the path of the hand while the hand
fingers remain stable in a recognized posture. The type of
gesture chosen is compatible with Buxton's suggestion
[6][7] of using physical tension as a natural criterion for
segmenting primitive interactions: the user, starting from a
relaxed state, begins a primitive interaction by tensing some
muscles and raising its state of attentiveness, performs the
interaction, and then relaxes the muscles. In our case, the
beginning of an interaction is indicated by positioning the
hand in a recognizable posture, and the end of the
interaction by relaxing the fingers. One of the main
advantages of this technique is that, since postures are
static, the learning process can be done interactively by
putting the hand in the right position and indicating when to
sample to the computer. Once postures are learnt, the paths
can be similarly learnt in an interactive way, using the
posture classifier to correctly segment the input when
7generating the examples. Many types of classifiers could be
used for the learning and recognition task. In the current
implementation of VB2, feature vectors are extracted from
the raw sensor data, and multi-layer perceptron networks
[31] are used to approximate the functions that map these
vectors to their respective classes [16].
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8a, 8b. Creating a cylinder by gestural input
Figure 8c. Grabbing the cylinder through posture
recognition
The gesture recognition system is a way to enhance the data
coming from the sensors with classification information
and thus provides an augmented interface to the device.
This is modeled in VB2 by explicitly representing these
higher-level views of devices as dynamic objects with a set
of active variables representing the augmented information,
the gesture-recognition system being represented as a
multiple-output constraint responsible for maintaining the
consistency between the device data and the high-level
view. Application objects can then bind constraints and
daemons to both low- and high-level active variables to
program their behavior. Figure 9 shows how this is realized
for the DataGlove. Other more abstract views of devices
may be provided by adding other constraint networks
linking abstract device objects to more device-dependent
views.
HAND
transform
flexion recognition
HAND+
last_gesture
last_path
last_posture
Examples
Figure 9. DataGlove device object and gestural interface
4.2 Virtual Tools
The amount of information that can be controlled on a
three-dimensional object and the ways that could be used to
control it are enormous. Gestural input techniques and
direct manipulation on the objects themselves offer only
partial solutions to the interaction problem, because these
techniques imply that the user knows what can be
manipulated on an object and how to do it. The system can
guide the user to understand a model's behavior and
interaction metaphors by using mediator objects that
present a selective view of the model's information and
offer the interaction metaphor to control this information.
We call these objects virtual tools.
Figure 10. Examples of simple virtual tools
VB2's virtual tools are first class objects, like the widgets of
UGA [9], which encapsulate a visual appearance and a
behavior to control and display information about
application objects. The visual appearance of a tool must
provide information about its behavior and offer visual
semantic feedback to the user during manipulation.
Designing interaction tools is a difficult task, especially
in 3D where the number of degrees of freedom is much
larger than in 2D. Therefore, experimentation is necessary
to determine which tools are needed and how these tools
must be organized to build a powerful workspace. In VB2,
virtual tools are fully part of the synthetic environment. As
in the real world, the user configures its workspace by
selecting tools, positioning and orienting them in space, and
binding them to the models he intends to manipulate. When
the user binds a tool to a model, he initiates a bi-directional
information communication between these two objects
which conforms with the multiple-threaded style of man-
machine dialogue supported by VB2. Multiple tools may be
attached to a single model in order to simultaneously
manipulate different parts of the model's information, or the
same parts using multiple interaction metaphors.
The tool's behavior must ensure the consistency
between its visual appearance and the information about the
model being manipulated, as well as allow information
editing through a physical metaphor. In VB2, the tool's
behavior is defined as an internal constraint network, while
the information required to perform the manipulation is
represented by a set of active variables. The models that
can be manipulated by a tool are those whose external
interface matches that of the tool. The visual appearance is
described using a modeling hierarchy. In fact, most of our
tools are defined as articulated structures that can be
manipulated using inverse kinematics techniques, as tools
can often be associated with mechanical systems.
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MODEL
v1
v2
TOOL
v1
v2
c1
c2
bound
bound.v1
bound.v2
Figure 11. Model and virtual tool
4.2.1 Virtual Tool Protocol
The user declares the desire to manipulate an object with a
tool by binding a model to a tool. When a tool is bound, the
user can manipulate the model using it, until he decides to
unbind it.
bind
unbind
ManipulateIdle
Figure 12. Tool's state transitions
Tools have a bound active variable that references the
manipulated model. Binding a model to a tool consists of
assigning to bound a reference to a manipulatable model,
while setting bound to a void reference will unbind the tool.
When binding a model to a tool, the tool must first
determine if it can manipulate the given model, identifying
on the model the set of public active variables requested to
activate its binding constraints. Once the binding
constraints are activated, the model is ready to be
manipulated. The binding constraints being generally bi-
directional, the tool is always forced to reflect the
information present in the model even if it is modified by
other objects.
When a tool is bound to a model, the user can
manipulate the model's information through a physical
metaphor. This iterative process composed of elementary
manipulations is started by the selection of some part of the
tool by the user, resulting in the activation of some
constraint such as, for example, a motion control constraint
between the 3D cursor and the selected part. User input
motion results in changes to the model's information by
propagation of device sensor values through the tool's
constraint network, until the user completes the
manipulation by deselecting the tool's part. Gestural input
techniques can be used to initiate and control a tool's
manipulations, for example by associating selection and
deselection operations to specific hand postures.
Unbinding a model from a tool detaches it from the
object it controls. The effect is to deactivate the binding
constraints in order to suppress dependencies between tool's
and model's active variables. Once the model is unbound,
further manipulation of the tool will have no effect on the
model.
All binding constraints reference the model's variables
using indirect paths through the tool's bound variable.
Second-order control is used to ensure simultaneous
activation and deactivation of all the tool's binding
constraints every time the value of the bound variable
changes.
(a). (b) (c) (d)
Figure 13a. Model before manipulation
Figure 13b. A scale tool is made visible and bound to the
model
Figure 13c. The model is manipulated via the scale tool
Figure 13d. The scale tool is unbound and made invisible
4.2.2 A Simple Tool: Dr. Plane
Dr. Plane is a tool that manipulates a shape whose
geometry is a plane. In VB2, a plane geometry is a meshed
object defined on the plane XY and defined by two active
variables, its width and its height. The information required
by the tool to achieve manipulation is composed of three
variables: the width and height of the plane, used to control
its size, and its global transformation, used to ensure that
the tool's position and orientation reflect those of the
manipulated shape. The visual appearance of the tool is
defined as a set of four markers, two for the display and
manipulation of the width information and two for the
height. This redundancy is introduced so that one of the
markers be always accessible from any viewpoint. Each
marker is associated with a single translational degree of
freedom between the origin and the border of the plane.
Width control and display is achieved by placing equality
constraints between the value of the two degrees of
freedom associated with the width markers. The width
variable is constrained to be equal the value of one of the
degrees of freedom. Height manipulation is implemented
similarly.
When binding a model to Dr. Plane, three equality
constraints are started between the width variables, the
height variables, and the global transformation variables of
the shape and tool. Once the binding constraints are
activated, selection of a marker will start an inverse
kinematics constraint between the cursor and the marker,
which will modify the value of the degree of freedom and
therefore the width or height of the plane according to
user's motion. Similarly, modification of the plane's
parameters by program or by another tool will result into a
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Figure 15a. Dr. Map's simplified constraint network
Figure 15b. View of Dr. Map
motion of the degrees of freedom positioning the markers at
the correct new position. The constraint between the global
transformation variables ensures that the tool will always be
placed around the model it manipulates, even if the model
is manipulated by program or by other tools.
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Figure 14a. Dr. Plane's simplified constraint network
Figure 14b. View of Dr. Plane
4.2.3 Composition of Virtual Tools
Since virtual tools are first class dynamic objects in VB2,
they can be assembled into more complex tools much in the
same way simple tools are built on top of a modeling
hierarchy. The reuse of abstractions provided by this
solution is far more important than the more obvious reuse
of code.
An example of a composite tool is Dr. Map, which is a
virtual tool used to edit the texture mapping function of a
model by controlling the parallel projection of an image on
the surface of the manipulated model. The tool is defined as
a plane on top of which is mapped the texture, a small
arrow icon displaying the direction of projection. In order
to compute the mapping function to be applied to the
model, the tool needs to know the texture to be used, the
position and orientation of the model in space, and the
position and orientation of the tool in space. The textured
plane represents the image being mapped, and a Dr. Plane
tool allows manipulation of the plane in order to change the
aspect ratio of the texture's image. The constraint
c_mapping uses the model's and tool's transformations, the
texture, and the width and height values to maintain the
mapping function.
Similarly, the material editing tool is built out of a color
tool and the light tool is built out of a cone tool. By reusing
other tools we enforce consistency of the interface over the
entire system, allowing users to perceive rapidly the actions
they can perform. Building tools by composing the
behavior and appearance of simpler objects is relatively
easy in VB2: for example, Dr. Map tool was built and tested
by one person in less than a couple of hours. The fast
prototyping capabilities of the system are very important
for an architecture aimed at experimenting with 3D
interaction.
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Figure 16. View of some other composite tools
5. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
VB2 is implemented in the object-oriented language Eiffel
[25] on Silicon Graphics workstations, and is currently
composed of over 500 classes. The 3D input devices
currently available are the Spaceball and the VPL
DataGlove. Audio feedback is provided through MIDI
output or by triggering playback of prerecorded sounds on a
NeXT Cube. Visual feedback is provided by rendering a
pair of stereo images on one graphics workstation
connected to a VPL Eyephone through a custom-made
image splitter. In the current implementation of VB2,
rendering is performed directly by the application process.
Complex applications composed of thousands of
variables and constraints can be run at interactive speed.
The performance analysis of full scale 3D applications
shows that the redraw speed of the hardware is the limiting
factor on interaction speed. Figure 17 presents the
constraint network statistics of the immersive application of
figure 2 at the moment corresponding to that frame. The
number of triangles composing the scene was 5905. The
frame rate of the application was 8 Hz, and the average
redraw time was 110 ms, leaving only 15 ms to perform the
other system's tasks.
Constraints : 1677
Active constraints : 1521 (91 % of constraints)
Indirect constraints : 1120 (74 % of active constraints)
Variables : 3514
Free variables : 1110 (32 % of variables)
Constrained variables : 2404 (68 % of variables)
Pure input variables : 884 (37 % of constrained variables)
Pure output variables : 445 (19 % of constrained variables)
Input/output variables : 1075 (45 % of constrained variables)
Unevaluated variables : 557 (37 % of out and in/out variables)
Figure 17. Constraint network statistics of an immersive
application
All the statistics presented in this section were obtained on
a Silicon Graphics Crimson VGX.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
We have presented the V B 2  architecture for the
construction of three-dimensional interactive applications.
A VB2 application is composed of a group of continuously
running processes that asynchronously produce and
consume IPC messages to perform their tasks. A central
application process manages the virtual world's model and
simulates its evolution in response to events coming from
the processes that encapsulate the input devices. Multiple
devices can be used to interact with the synthetic world
through various interaction paradigms. Interaction
techniques range from direct manipulation, to gestural input
and three-dimensional virtual tools. Adaptive pattern
recognition is used to increase input device expressiveness
by enhancing sensor data with classification information.
Tools, encapsulations of visual appearance and behavior,
present a selective view of the manipulated model's
information and offer the interaction metaphor to control it.
Since tools are first class objects, they can be assembled
into more complex tools, much in the same way simple
tools are built on top of a modeling hierarchy. New three-
dimensional tools are easily added to the system, and their
number is rapidly growing.
Hierarchical constraints, active variables, and daemons
are used to uniformly represent the system state and
behavior. The use of an incremental constraint solver based
on an enhancement of SkyBlue makes it possible to run, at
interactive speed, complex applications composed of
thousands of variables and constraints. The redraw time of
the hardware is still the limiting factor on interaction speed.
We believe that VB2 provides a good platform for
prototyping and integrating a large variety of three-
dimensional interaction metaphors to control all the
different aspects of synthetic environments. We are
currently extending the architecture with tools for
animation control in order to build a virtual reality
animation system.
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